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The Boeing Company came to the Pennsylvania State University with a project for the mitigation 

of fuel slosh by utilizing different baffle configurations. Fuel slosh is of great importance 

especially in the aviation community since sloshing in an aircraft disturbs the center of gravity of 

an aircraft which in turn impinge upon handling characteristics. Using solid baffles helps to 

separate the tank into separate and smaller sub tanks which helps to distribute and minimize the 

force of the slosh on the fuel tank. The problem in using solid baffles is that weight associated 

with all of the solid baffles within a given fuel tank. This is a primary reason for baffle design 

research with the end goal to minimize the weight and sloshing loading parameters of a given 

fuel tank system. With this in mind The Boeing company gave the Students of the Spring 

Semester 2012 Engineering Science 497A the task of first designing and building a tilt table test 

bed and then designing and testing different baffle designs to help minimize fuel slosh 

mitigation. For the tilt table test bed the Sponsor desired the student to utilize military 

specifications for a tilt table test bed which consist of a 15
o
 double angle displacement, 10 to 12 

oscillations per minute oscillation frequency, and a sinusoidal displacement function with respect 

to time. Following the build the team began testing with the additional specifications from 

Boeing including the utilization of 10 gallons of fuel medium, being water, and a method for 

quantifying the force of the fuel slosh on the tank. Using analog watt-meter equipment provided 

by the Pennsylvania State University Engineering Laboratory located in Reber building, the team 

was successful in quantifying the fuel force on the tank by collecting the maximum power output 

from the watt-meter. The data collected represented test runs of no baffles, solid baffle, vertical 

slot baffle, and horizontal baffle configurations. There was a noticeable difference in the no 

baffle configuration and the designed slot baffle configurations as demonstrated by the decrease 

in power consumption by the motor.  


